KAVI BHARATHI
VIDYALAYA
A School with a Difference
AT KAVI BHARATHI VIDYALAYA a CBSE school, it is our sincere effort to synchronize
the various functions of education so as to make our students physically sound,
intellectually alert and morally up-right. There is a provision for thoughtfully
designed co-curricular activities to impress upon the students the need to strike
a balance between personal longings and social obligations. The Co-curricular
activities serve to provide a competitive edge and promote active social interaction
and inculcate interest in a variety of other pursuits alongside the standard school
curriculum. In addition, they aid in promoting leadership, healthy recreation,
self-discipline and self-confidence. At Kavi Bharathi Vidyalaya, the teaching
fraternity is sincerely devoted to transform the very ambit of education and make
it an effective means of development and social change.
This initiative has led us to be a part of the International Schools Award (ISA)
instituted by The British Council in India. We invite you to become part of this
exciting, innovative and international partnership project between KBV and your
esteemed institution. The ISA partnership aims at enhancing the international
networking between various countries in field of education. We aim at working
together on few topics of mutual interest for the age group of 5 to 14 years.
This partnership will help the participating institutions to develop and exchange
ideas across borders and strengthen our educational initiatives. This will also offer
learning experiences to both teachers and students. Schools who commit to
be partners in this innovative project will be involved in a range of exciting
interdisciplinary activities and projects.
#792/665,
Thiruvottriyur High Road,
Chennai - 600 019, India

Looking forward to get a positive response and consent from your esteemed

ph : +91 (44)-25734073
em : isaproject@kavibharathi.org
		www.kavibharathi.org

Warm regards

institution.

ISA team of KBV

